INVOCATION: Master Presence, Blaze the Light Drawing mankind Onto the Path of
Intelligent Direction, Maintaining Purity, Harmony, and Obedience to Our Beloved ‘I
AM’. We Call Forth the Blue Flame Cosmic Legions the Angelic Host Control, Sacred
Fire Love to Guard The America’s and The World’s Freedom. Protect, Sustain and
Expand Your Blessing to All God Life, the ‘I AM’ One World Nation, the people and
younger generations on Earth, Turning Many Lifestreams to the Light of God. Our Love
to Life Is Your Blessing Throughout the Nations of this World. Give Us the Courage to
detach from the old outworn human programs, to Be Free to Be-Come Who We Are,
and to Wear Our Freedom Robes of Love, Truth, Wisdom and Justice for All. Bestow
and Imbue Our Group Soul Consciousness with Pure Light Consciousness, the Highest
Level of Vibratory Frequency, the Highest Concepts and Principles above the Concepts
found in the Abstract Plane of ideas and help Us Realize this is the Plane Where We
Will Tune Into such New Laws. Magnify the Law of Attraction Into Our Magnetic Field,
Our Potentials, So We May Rise to Any Challenge, Any Task with Ease and Grace,
Knowing that through Rightful Love in Action We Can Co-Create the New Laws within
Agape Love and the New Laws That Will Govern the Fifth Kingdom of Nature.
ST GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Ones, let us jump right into this Sharing, where We left off
yesterday!
For those who wish to continue your Duties, they must then become the very same as any
Ascended Master, the Christ Jesus and Myself included. It becomes the same as any
Ascended Host and that is to Give of Your Life’s Sacred Fire Courage and Strength and Power
and Your Purifying Love of Freedom from the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, to all other People
within the Lands and Nations of the World, with no exception to colour, race or creed and any
religious denomination of demeanour, positive or negative. This, in order to strengthen them
enough to stand for the God Freedom and God Protection and God Control of all Countries
and Nations that does Fulfil the Divine Plan and Reveals the Destiny of each Nation. For any
whose consciousness is not of God’s Love and Freedom for Humanity, will in Accordance with
God’s Will and Cosmic Law shall then simply face the same Light! For God’s Love and Light
does not discriminate. For those for whom the Light is too much to face will then only see
their own darkness, miscreations and iniquities, whereby the Law of Justice will preside over
them and their accountabilities will be delivered!
This sort of Radiation Dear Ones, is three times more powerful than the spoken word. And
since the atmosphere of Earth and the mental and feeling world of the masses of mankind
have been heavily charged for century upon century upon century with destructive rates of
vibration into the energy of life, then My Dear Ones, you must see that there must come this

Sacred Fire from ‘Our Great Realms of Activity’. ‘Our Octave of Perfection’ must Pour Its
Sacred Fire Purifying Love, Purifying Freedom, Purifying Peace.
Purifying Power and Protection MUST come from the Ascended Masters’ Octave into the
people of this world, into the atmosphere of Earth, into the Powers of Nature and Forces of
the Elements, to be the Strength of the Greater Power of Life, the Greater Presence of Life
which the Sacred Fire is, in Order to dissolve and consume all iniquity and make that which is
constructive within Life, Strong enough, Protected enough and Victorious enough to Rise Up
In the Name of God, and take Its Dominion and remove from this Universe the destructive
conditions mankind has generated in its deliberate turning away by choice from the Love and
the Power of Life’s Sacred Fire.
You see Dear Hearts, The Dear Souls upon the ground within the human physical forms just
do not have the awareness yet to attain such Powers, but through Cosmic Law you have the
abilities to make the Call that will if the Correct and Rightful Application to those calls is
applied. We the Masters, We the Ascended Hosts, can jump into Love in Action to Execute
your Divine Decrees and Invocations. But Dear Brothers and Sisters, remember that this
comes down to the Law of Resonance, so just because one thinks he or she will have their
Invocation heard, and We do hear them, each Invocation is only reflective in power and
achievement as to the Resonance and Light Quotients of the Transmitters.
Were We to show you today how much of the Energy that you use every day to Accomplish
what the EGA has attained through Rightful Application to Cosmic Law, if you knew how much
of that came from Our Octave, you would know why you’ve been able to Master certain
conditions in this world which, I assure you, without that Radiation you never would have
Mastered your present-day achievements or attained the Grants and Dispensations that you
have? Now you ‘may’ speak the Command of Life, you ‘may’ set the Pattern of Perfection;
But unless your Proven Life Responsibilities have been attained, and when I say Life, I mean
the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence in the Great Central Sun, the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence of each Life
Stream, then such accomplishments would not be possible by your own Heart Flame. For it
is not yet you who can stand before a Nation and Influence by the Will of God by your own
volition.
By the Action of the Cosmic Law, It has provided herein the constant Outpouring of the Love
of the Sacred Fire from the Heart of Creation, from the Heart of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence,
from the Heart of the Higher Mental Body, from the Heart of the Physical Sun into all Life.
And that is the Rate of Vibration that is the Magnetic Power to draw the outer self to Raise
yourselves first, up and out of the distress and destructive conditions in this world.
I will give you another example here today! Your ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag! Had this
Design and Colour Scheme not been over Lighted by the Masters Octave to bring it to its
Immaculate Perfection for these times to come, then you would have a flag more equal in

radiance as any other country of the world. Even the American Flag which We also Over
Lighted within its Design and Purpose, did not have as much Light from the Master’s Octave
as does this New One World Nation Flag. Those Responsible for Their Presence in this Creative
Endeavour were all Inspired by the Ascended Masters, Principally, The Maha Chohan, Lord
Melchizedek and Myself, in Order to Establish Its Renewed, Powerful Activities to come,
which Will Intensify a Thousand-Fold or more, to again Act Within the Life, the Soul, the Light
for the Heart America First, the Motherland of the World, out to the borders of America and
out into all other Nations of the World.
I wish to now place before you an excerpt from My Divine Consort Lady Portia, and the
Goddess of Justice, for your deeper contemplations.
‘I AM’ Discourses On Supply, Book Volume 19, by Lotus Ray King, ‘I AM’ ACTIVITY OF THE
SAINT GERMAIN FOUNDATION, Discourse 18 of 20, September 9, 1967. Shasta Springs,
California. BLESSED GODDESS OF JUSTICE - LADY PORTIA.
“Human desire is unjust to all Life. And human, intellectual consciousness is unjust to all Life
in the Universe, because it does not create Perfection that is permanent and forever
expanding. Now mankind of this world can have all the Divine Justice they want if the people
will turn their attention, and the mind of mankind of this world is interested in placing the
‘Mighty I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host first instead of placing the physical
manifestation first, and then rebelling like fury because things do not bring back to the
individual the happiness or the Perfection which it expects.
“So, Blessed Ones, you have all Power in the Universe to have all the Divine Justice you want
in your own being and world when you will keep your attention on your ‘Mighty I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host first, and make your Call there for the Divine, or by giving
the Divine Justice of the outer self, which is the attention, to the Control of your ‘Mighty I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host, instead of fastening it to conditions of the outer world and
then letting the discord of the outer world control the energy of the physical body, especially
your feeling world. I’m kind of hard on you tonight, maybe, but if I could wake you up, you
will be grateful for it one day. (applause, audience rising) Thank you so much. Won’t you be
seated, please, and just remain so.
“Now I’ve called to your attention, in the beginning of the history of this Nation, that when
there was controversy about the Constitution and the setting of the laws into action that
were to be the governing authority of the Nation to hold Divine Law and Order and Justice
so the Nation could exist, there was only controversy and discord so long as the human
intellect ruled and held the attention and tried to control the situation in the first Continental
Congress.
“Not until Franklin said, ‘Let us ask God’, and got down on his knees and put God first and
asked God for Help, did the controversy stop; and the Divine Law gave the Constitution of

this Nation and your Declaration of Independence. The God Law of the ‘Mighty I AM
Presence’ of the Blessed Saint Germain was given to this Nation into outer channels by the
‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host, which is the God Consciousness, that is
Freedom. It is the God Consciousness that is Divine Law, Order, and Decency. It is the God
Consciousness that is Purity enough to enable mankind to survive. And that God
Consciousness is Eternal Freedom.
“So, when people want Justice in this world, let them give It first, because that is the Demand
of Life. When a farmer wants a crop of corn, he has to give corn into the ground first before
the ground gives corn back to him; and you are no exception to that Law. Neither is anything
else in Life anywhere in Eternity. Even the Ascended Host constantly puts the Great Central
Sun first before They create any kind of Manifestation anywhere in infinite space. So, when
people want Divine Justice, turn them back to the very First Commandment: ‘Thou shalt have
no other gods before Me’. And anybody that has backbone enough to rule his or her
attention and feeling world and compel this outer self to give obedience to that Law, will
have everything good in the Universe; and you can lack for nothing, because Divine Justice
doesn’t contain lack.
“If you put your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ first, and the Ascended Host, and put your attention
there first, your ‘Presence’ and the Ascended Host will put you first. They’ll put Their
Perfection into you first, and into your world first, and into the people you deal with first.
And if you will put that in first, discord, coming second, will have to be consumed preventing
control of you and your world.
“So, when you reverse your consciousness in the use of your attention and command it and
compel it, because you can put it anywhere you desire, anywhere you will, anywhere you feel
and want to do it, you can place your attention. Therefore, if you want Divine Justice, place
your attention where It is, because I assure you, your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and the
Ascended Host are Invincible, Eternal Divine Justice to Life because They don’t Create any
discord. Discord is injustice to Life. Discord is injustice to everything that is the Divine Plan
for mankind. And discord is injustice to happiness.
“So, when you want freedom from injustice, turn to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’ and ask
your ‘I AM Presence’ and the Ascended Host to give you freedom from your own habits of
the past, in letting the human creation control the attention instead of your ‘Beloved I AM
Presence’ and the Ascended Host. Ask your ‘Presence’ to prevent your human desires holding
your attention.
“And Dear Hearts, please believe Me tonight! You can be free from habits and feeling and
conditions that have tortured you for years or centuries or embodiments. If you want to be
free from those human desires that have only created discord for you, and destruction down
through the centuries, because when you turn your attention to your ‘Beloved I AM Presence’

and are just to It and to the Ascended Host, We don’t want your human creation to remain.
We don’t want your world filled with that. We don’t want you limited by it. We don’t want
you to experience discord. We don’t want you to be short of money or supply of any good
thing. We don’t want you in distress and ill health.” End Excerpt.
I Am going to ask to have this Discourse from My Beloved placed within these Series as there
is much more pertinent information within it that will benefit all those reading these Petition
Discourses. Thank You!
As Lady Portia’s Discourse is longer than Our normal Discourse schedule, let Us stop for now
and return as soon as time will permit!
I Am St Germain In Readiness to Radiate the Love and Glory of God from here within the
Masters Octave in all your Endeavours!
BENEDICTION: We Are Forever Grateful to the Masters Octave and Angelic Host, for
Their Service to mankind. ‘I AM’ the Open Door In Full Acknowledgement of My Beloved
Presence, In Protection, Love, Gratitude and Adoration, Courage, Certainty, Power,
Forthrightness, Self-Reliance, Dependability, Faith and Initiative. We Give Thanks and
Gratitude for Being Given The Trust as part of a United Forcefield to Initiate the ‘I AM’ One
World Nation. We Call Upon the Attendant Heavenly Forces to Bless and Assist Us so That
All Whom Come into Our Contact May Achieve the Necessary Awareness of his or her State
of Consciousness and Once More Can Find Peace and Harmony in His or Her True Self. We
Give Thanks Because We Know it Will Be So Now!

